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25th Issue 

This issue marks our quarter-century. 

The article on page 11 takes a brief look 

at the history of the periodical publica-

tions of BIBBA and its predecessor the 

VBBA, while most of the articles are list-

ed on pages 26-30. 

Conferences 

This year I attended for the first time 

the Federation of Irish Beekeepers' 

Association's annual course at 

Gormanston, which was generally 

acclaimed as a success as usual. BIBBA 

was privileged to run a series of work-

shops both indoor and out. It was grat-

ifying to see the level of interest in bee 

breeding in the Republic (and among vis-

itors from overseas) and impressive to 

witness the commitment of Irish BIBBA 

members, many of whom packed the 

special BIBBA meeting. 

News is just in that the BIBBA  

Conference in Bath was also very suc-

cessful. Thanks are due as ever to Tom 

Robinson, assisted by Terry Clare, in tak-

ing on its organisation. Reports will be 

published in the next issue. 

After getting this issue to press I will be 

travelling over to the SICAMM 

Conference in Versailles where a contin-

gent of BIBBA members and officers will 

be present. Attendance should be high 

and the four-day programme looks good. 

Again, watch this magazine for reports. 

Morphometry 

The following was posted by Dave 

Cushman on the Irish Beekeepers' 

Internet forum: 

"A pilot study on the mouth parts (with 

emphasis on the glossa) of the Irish 

strain of the honeybee A. m. mellifera, is 

to be entered into by a young lady in 

Ireland at the Department of Zoology, 

Ecology and Plant Science (ZEPS), 

University College Cork. 

This work is due to a need to find some 

fine detail in morphometry, in order to 

further advance our knowledge of diver-

sity. The work is to be carried out on 

some colonies of Micheál Mac Giolla 

Coda. The GBBG has a strong interest in 

this project, which has been organised 

by four GBBG members — Pádraig 

Whelan, Jacob Kahn, Micheál Mac and 

myself." 

New email address 

Please note that Sandra Unwin, BIBBA 

Groups Secretary, can now be reached 

at 

<nativebees@btinternet.com> 

Philip Denwood 
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BIBBA at Gormanston 2006 

Two thousand and six was the first year I was able to attend 

the Federation of Irish Beekeepers' Association Summer Course 

at Gormanston situated about twenty miles north of Dublin. I 

had heard reports about the week at Gormanston from many 

people, about how good it had been over the years and I was 

determined to sample the Irish hospitality too. 

All started well meeting up with Pam Hunter, also a 

Gormanston first timer, at Heathrow. On arrival at Dublin air-

port we met up with another twenty beekeepers who had flown 

in from other British airports and we boarded the special bus to 

take us straight to the college. The provision of this special bus 

service to the college started the week off brilliantly taking out 

the hassle of finding the location. We were also taken back to 

Dublin airport on the Saturday. 

After registration and the evening meal it was time for the 

Official Opening ceremony. We were graced with the presence 

of a government minister. Very impressive indeed because we 

don't often have this level of support in England. The opportu-

nity to make friends whilst supping cheese and wine after the 

formalities was also very welcome. 

There are three series of lectures running in parallel together 

with a number of workshops on specialist topics. Participants 

were allowed to choose which session they attended; however, 

with around three hundred participants it was worth getting a 

seat in good time because many sessions were full. A very good 

programme of lectures was provided, with Richard Ball from 

England being the guest lecturer this year. 

This year BIBBA provided the staff for eight of the workshops 

and we provided instruction for morphometry, grafting, Jenter, 

cell finishing colonies and apideas running some sessions twice. 

These were ably arranged by our chairman, Terry Clare — not 

the easiest job, particularly when a number of people he 

expected to attend were unable to be present. This meant a 

reorganisation and I found myself helping with three workshops 

rather than the one in the programme. This was great fun 

although the downside meant helpers had to miss lectures that 

they would have liked to attend. This was especially true on the 

Friday morning when we held two workshops in parallel; this 

meant all hands to the pumps! It was very pleasing to see our 

president Micheál Mac Giolla Coda visiting our workshops to 

check that everything was going well. 

Many first timers were surprised at how many delegates come 

to Gormanston. There were a number of beekeeping groups 

from around Ireland bringing a coach load for some of the days. 

Talking to some of the new Irish beekeepers some were sur-

prised how many of us travelled across from England. Yes, but 

we were all made so welcome. 

Every evening there was a steady procession of beekeepers 

from the college walking up the road to the Huntsman where 

the sales of Guinness were high and most of the problems in the 

world put to rights! 

BIBBA were made very welcome for the week and held a gen-

eral meeting for all members to discuss current issues. There 

were more than fifty members, including twelve committee 

members present to assist our Chairman and President who 

handled the meeting very efficiently. 

Thursday afternoon provided relief from our apicultural stud-

ies with a visit to Trim Castle some thirty miles away. Two 

coach loads of beekeepers decended at Trim with several 

organised tours to discuss Irish history. The visit was made par-

ticularly pleasurable by the hot dry sunny weather enabling a 

pleasant walk round the grounds after the guided tour. It was 

interesting to talk to one of the staff cleaning one of the exhibits 

to discover he was a beekeeper and wasn't aware of the con-

ference some thirty miles away! 

On the Friday afternoon there were thirty-six beekeepers, 

including some from England, taking the Irish preliminary exam-

ination. This number of candidates could be accommodated 

because a written paper examines most of the theory and there 

were six examiners each taking six candidates at the hives. The 

weather had been hot and dry all week except on the Friday 

afternoon when there were a few rain showers, but these did-

n't appear to disturb the candidates or examiners. 

Sadly it did rain on the Saturday morning but nobody seemed 

too worried although it was too wet to walk to the coast. 

Finally, it is necessary to thank the organisers, particularly 

Eddie O'Sullivan, Michael Woulfe and Michael Gleeson and their 

team for making it such a wonderful week. I will be back next 

year. We were told that Margaret Thomas from Essex will be 

the guest lecturer. 

John Hendrie 
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Micheál Mac Giolla Coda fishing for drones on the Golf course 

area, Gormanston. This level area surrounded by trees and 

higher ground has hosted drone assemblies in many former 

years. 

Micheál Mac Giolla Coda did his usual foray into 

the open spaces of the playing fields armed with an 

extended fishing rod with its tip coated in queen 

pheromone and followed by a trusting band of 

observers in the hope of discovering the drone 

assembly which usually operates in the locality dur-

ing warm afternoons. 

Unfortunately, though the weather conditions 

appeared satisfactory, there was a hint of distant 

thunder in the air and a change in the pressure was 

evident. The days previously had been hot and sul-

try and there was a definite change in the atmo-

sphere, but whether this contributed to the lack of 

drones or there was simply a lack of local feral 

colonies was difficult to assess. 

There was a singular lack of drones in the air on 

both forays during the week and it was well record-

ed that varroa was now prevalent in the area in the 

last few years. I have never noticed many managed 

colonies in the area over the years that I have 

attended Gormanston and the apiary just down the 

road (on the way to the evening, tutorial venue of 

the "Huntsman") has been vacant for some years. 

Personally I am convinced that there are few, if 

any, local colonies and the colonies brought in for 

the week were not exactly teeming with drones 

(though my view is coloured by the fact that I raise 

many drones at home in order to flood the area with 

genes I wish to include in my breeding programme). 

This was disappointing for the onlookers as they 

were unable to witness what I have seen many 

times in the past (perhaps Karl Showier had a dif-

ferent technique! — no, I jest!!). I have heard the 

loud and steady sound of flying drones above my 

head, the comets inspecting the tainted feather and 

even comets chasing innocent insects which strayed 

in to the congregation. I have twice witnessed 

comets chasing virgin queens and on one occasion 

(I must have been fitter then!) I even chased the 

mating insects to try to observe more closely the 

intimate act (rude boy!). Unfortunately they ven-

tured over the fence into the next field and I lost 

sight of the nuptial party. 

This is a great pity as still many beekeepers refuse 

to believe that DCA's exist and seeing is truly believ-

ing. Never mind — better luck next year! 

Brian Milward 
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BIBBA at Gormanston 2006 

My first experience of beekeeping conferences as 

a novice beekeeper was at the BIBBA 2002 

Conference in Sheffield. 

I enjoyed it very much, but also I met there, mem-

bers of the Irish Federation, Eddie O'Sullivan, 

Micheál MacGiolla Coda, Michael Gleeson and oth-

ers. Within minutes of meeting them I had my 

notebook out and was jotting down information 

and suggestions before the conference even 

began. The same continued throughout the whole 

weekend. They also persuaded me to go to 

Gormanston, which I did the following year. And 

like so many others before me, I was hooked and 

have been back every year since. 

The Franciscan College where the course is based 

was never a place of luxury, but if you're a bee-

keeper with a thirst for learning more about your 

bees, there is no better place to be. The lectures 

and demonstrations are aimed at beginners' level, 

intermediate and more advanced beekeeping with 

a different guest speaker every year. This year it 

was Richard Ball, who gave an excellent update on 

the next approaching menace, the small hive bee-

tle. 

There was a range of workshops where you could 

learn methods of queen raising, grafting and how 

to check the wing morphometry of your bees. If 

you are lucky, they may be close to pure native 

stock. The morphometry class were shown a com-

puter programme, which makes the process much 

easier than the old method of using a projector. 

Some of the queen raising events were held out-

doors by the hives, as were the beginners' courses 

and the weather this year was glorious. 

There were other workshops on woodwork in bee-

keeping, microscopy, encaustic art, websites, hive 

records, sweet making, furniture polishing, instru-

mental insemination, honey extracting and the elu-

sive search for a drone congregation. 

One of the best things to recommend the 

Gormanston summer course is the sheer friendli-

ness of everyone, both those who do the enormous 

job of organising it and those who attend. They go 

to enjoy the encounter with fellow beekeepers as 

much as the lectures and workshops. In fact you 

can learn as much from the queue that gathers for 

meals, or in the coffee shop as you do from the for-

mal lectures. 
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Then there is "The University" (known to the locals 

as The Huntsman). This is the place of further 

education for those dedicated beekeepers wishing 

to further their more peripheral studies. 

Refreshments are of course available. 

The course is very economical when you think of 

all the events that are available, both indoors and 

at the hives. The dormitories were an experience 

and talking point, but are gradually being replaced 

by rooms. This means there will be a little less 

room next year (as dorms did take up less space), 

so if you would like to book, do it early. 

Finally I would like to express a personal thank 

you to all those who have put so much work into 

organising this yearly event. I have gained so 

much over the years in terms of beekeeping knowl-

edge, new friendships and sheer fun! 

Sandra Unwin 

Captions to illustrations 

Top left Main facade of Gormanston College 

showing original 19th century castle-style building 

and 1950s extension. 	Photo: Sandra Unwin 

Middle left Small groups of beginners under 

instruction. At the end of the course they took a 

practical test individually on the same site, as well 

as written exams. 	 Photo: Sandra Unwin 

Bottom left Micheál Mac Giolla Coda providing 

tuition in record keeping. 

Top right John Hendrie takes over the fishing rod 

from Micheál, but with no better success. 

Photo: Sandra Unwin 

Bottom right Rihard Jackman grafting young lar-

vae into "cup-kit" cell cups for transfer to cell-rais- 

ing colony. 	 Photo: Sandra Unwin 
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Breeding varroa resistant bees 
	

Part 3 
Tore Forsman 
Per Idestritim 

Erik Osterlund 

best with the project. 

Dr. Dorian Pritchard 

Newcastle upon Tyne, UK 

JOB VAN PRAAGH 

Thanks for the book, it gave me an amount of pleasant read-

ing hours. It is a very profound basis to give beebreeders and 

beekeepers the power and the knowledge, that they should 

start to select themselves. The data you give them are suffi-

cient to allow them to find their own way. As we all know, 

bekeepers are very individualistically tuned! They work (nearly 

all of them) alone on/with their bees. So we can be sure, that 

the actual genetical variety we have in the populatons will stay. 

Each beekeeper looking for what he things is important. 

What I missed a bit is the paper by Lodesani, Crailheim and 

Moritz. And some older works from Kirchhain, both making 

clear that you must be careful, because of the fact that less var-

roas might also mean less bee brood over the season, and as a 

consequence you might get colonies with lesser "body" to resist 

bad periods, bad seasons! 

This fact, turned around in a certain way, covers the observa-

tions made, that colonies that live in an area with very good 

pollen supply over the whole season give the impression to be 

better survivors! 

The EC money was used for a very good purpose! 

With my compliments to Tore Forsman, Per Idestróm and Erik 

Osterlund for what you did! 

Prof.Dr. Job van Praagh, BI-Celle,BRD 

THOMAS RINDERER 

I looked over your report and found it to be very good. I real-

ly have no suggestions for its improvement. 

Dr. Thomas Rinderer, USDA, USA 

MARLA SPIVAK 

I did look through it all, and it is a very interesting collection of 

research and experiences. My personal feeling (based on our 

research, and other people's research) is this: Bees of European 

origin are, in general, highly susceptible to mites. For them to 

resist mites, they need multiple mechanisms of resistance. The 

most important mechanism of resistance seems to be the num-

ber of viable (=mated) female offspring a mother mite can pro- 

duce in worker brood. Each mite can lay 4-6 female eggs on a 

worker pupa, but only 1-2 of the daughters actually mature and 

mate before the bee emerges from the cell as an adult. Any 

reduction of this number, for example, instead of producing 

from 1-2 viable female offspring, if they produced 0.5-1.2 viable 

offspring, gives the bees a considerable advantage, and slows 

the reproductive growth of the mites considerably. It is possi-

ble to breed bees that reduce the reproductive potential of the 

mite in this way - the SMR trait will do this. Please note, that 

number of viable female offspring is different than mite fertility 

per se (mite fertility is how many offspring total the mite will 

produce in one cell), and it is different than mite fecundity (% 

infestation of the worker brood). We do not know how the SMR 

trait works - that is, we do not know HOW the bees reduce the 

reproductive potential of the mite. My guess is that it is a nutri-

tional problem - or possibly a chemical difference, where the 

mite does not obtain sufficient nutrients for reproduction, or the 

bee larva does not "smell right" and so the mite is not stimulat-

ed to lay eggs as quickly - but it is something physiological. 

It is possible, although I have not seen any good research on 

this, that cell size would reduce the number of total offspring 

the mite produces (fertility), and possibly the number of viable 

female offspring. You (or someone) would have to inspect 30 

infested cells per colony and count the number of viable off-

spring (the number of deutonymphs on tan colored pupae - fol-

lowing the reseach of Martin. 1994) to know this for sure. It 

would be a great thing to do! 

Hygienic behavior also helps the bees resist the mites - in fact, 

the SMR bees in the US are also hygienic. Somehow, inadver-

tently, John Harbo's SMR line is also hygienic, although he did-

n't select for hygienic behavior at all. But hygienic behavior 

alone is not the answer. It just helps; and definitely helps with 

disease resistance. 

Another very important trait is grooming: number of mutiliated 

mites that fall to a sticky board within 24-48 hours. 

It seems from your report that you favor the cell size method 

for selecting bees for resistance. I will say that the "jury is still 

out" from my perspective. As for the Lusby's experience: I have 

not seen any confirmation that the Lusby's bees are actually 

European bees (not Africanized bees, which are very resistant 

to the mites on their own - how? - they produce fewer viable 

female offspring, and are better at grooming). 

Anyway, that is my opinion! 

Dr. Maria Spivak 

University of Minnesota, USA 
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Discussion 

We have chosen to make an overview of some of the points in 

the comments that we find we can add something to, and do so 

below. 

1. Clarifying of the two different sources of bees that can be 

used when starting a breeding work for varroa resistance, local 

or already selected stock (Erickson. Pritchard); 

2. Pointing out the importance of maintaining the obtained 

result by keeping the area in which virgin queens will mate with 

desirable drones (Erickson, Pritchard); 

3. Suggestions on the article about how to obtain varroa resis-

tant bees and where it should be placed in the work (Erickson, 

Frazier J., Pritchard); 

4. The term "immunity" when used together with bees 

(Frazier,).); 

5. The importance of keeping records and the character of 

these (Frazier J., van Praagh); 

6. Cellsize (Frazier M., Lusby, Pritchard, Spivak); 

7. Non-English articles (Frazier M.); 

8. Micro fauna (Frazier M.); 

9. Accumulation of chemicals in wax (Frazier M.); 

10. Control colonies in the same apiary as test colonies 

(Korpela); 

11. Hygienic behaviour and SMR (Spivak); 

12. Maintaining a population (Erickson, Pritchard). 

As Maria Spivak points out in her comment, our bees need mul-

tiple mechanisms of resistance. Her mentioning of SMR (low or 

no reproduction of mites in especially worker bee cells) and 

hygienic behaviour (cleaning out of mites produced, either 

before they emerge from the cells or from fellow bees) are real-

ly complementary characteristics. 

One characteristic of many of the experiences is that selection 

is not made on any one special trait, but on the total surviv-

ability of the bee colony. Surely selection is then made on many 

different traits combined, probably different combinations at dif-

ferent places. A common trait seems to be of hygienic charac-

ter, premature uncapping of pupae and cleaning out of such 

brood infested with mites. 

As environment influences performance of the bee colony, a 

stock doing well in certain respects in one area may not do as 

well in another area, also concerning varroa resistance. But 

that of course can be tested also. A main concern with keeping 

bees is the production of honey. It is therefore of importance 

to watch out so that better resistance is not the result of low 

production of brood, which will result in a low bee population 

and small honey crop. Therefore an important selection criteria 

of course is not only to survive the varroa mite, but also to pro-

duce honey (as it always is). We can also here mention easy 

managing of the bees and a good temper. The bees' inclination 

of collecting pollen can here also be of importance to keep a 

good nutrition standard and high level of the immune system. 

A subject of controversy is the cell size in the worker brood 

area. Some don't think it should be mentioned in a work on 

selection resistance, while others think it's an important basic 

consideration. Yes, to use or not to use smaller cell size than 

what's usual today may have little to do with selection. But it 

seems it has everything to do with the environment of the bees. 

And environment is important, that's what every scientist says 

in this matter. And as many such reports are given that using 

small cell size in the brood area gives bees with other charac-

teristics than otherwise we find it important to include these 

experiences here. After all, all historical documents we can find 

which discriminate between brood and honey area and what 

was in use in older days points to the fact that smaller cell size 

in the brood area than what is used today was the norm 100 

years ago. And we can find no work showing that enlarged 

worker brood cells is of no harm or give better performance of 

the bee colony. As then these good experiences of small cell 

size do exist and the fact that small cell size is from the begin-

ning more normal for the bee and its environment, we find we 

would not be excused if we didn't include it here. But of course, 

it's up to you who will do the actual tests to chose to include it 

or not. 

It is clear from the documents (we treat all of them as true until 

otherwise is shown, which we have seen no sign of) that it is 

possible to select for varroa resistance without using small cell 

size. John Kefuss, Kirk Webster and Alois Wallner are examples 

of this. Concerning Eric Erickson a minor part of the combs con-

tain smaller cell size than normal of today. 

The experiences of those using small cell size (when saying 

here "using", it means using it in whole apiaries for a couple of 

years at least) are quite sensational actually, even though prob-

lems in the beginning using it are reported. The most sensa-

tional are those experiences of Dennis Murrell in Wyoming, USA 

and Roger White on Cyprus. They have bees surviving and pro-

ducing crops without any form of treatment AND without any 

form of selection of the bees. Controversial to say the least. So 

if their experiences could be repeated by others, not much of 

selection is needed for varroa resistance, but maybe for ability 

to draw small cell size foundation correct. That doesn't mean 

that it's easy to get the wanted results with small cell size. 

Changing to small cell size involves a lot of work too. Maybe a 
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Breeding Bees In Leeds 

Sandra Unwin 

Over the weekend I went over to Leeds to see Chris Mirski-

Fitton, a member of Leeds BKA. 

Chris is a woman on a mission! Leeds BKA like most of us, 

have in the past propagated mongrel bees and suffered the 

consequences of aggressive colonies. The initial objective was 

to requeen all the colonies at Temple Newsam and provide nucs 

for beginners if there was a surplus. 

The season started with a grafting class in late May. It was 

vital to have a simple record of each colony and also the work 

carried out at the apiary on each visit. 

The apiary is divided into 4 areas: 

1. The demonstration area. The apiary is screened off from 

the public with 18ft netting, so the public can observe demon-

strations in safety. 

2. A "creche". This was prepared to keep newly established 

nucs and colonies for beginners' classes. Beginners are able 

to start off and develop their own nucs and take them home 

when ready. 

Screened behind a 6ft hedge, the remainder of the apiary is 

to be split into two sections for: 

3. the stronger queen rearing colonies, and 

4. honey producing colonies. 

Finding a mating site was the main challenge. After a couple 

of false starts local beekeeper and farmer Robin Tomlinson 

came to the rescue by offering his long established Galtee bee 

apiary site in a district nearby. Robin not only supplied the site, 

but cleared it, built stations for mini nucs and had a wealth of 

knowledge to share. 

There have been ups and downs with the first attempt at 

queen raising. Queen cells that didn't emerge, virgin queens 

that absconded, mated queens that were killed in roller cages. 

But as long as you can identify what the cause was, you can 

make the necessary adjustments next time. So lessons were 

learned and actions taken to ensure success on the next 

attempt. 

For example one reason for queens not emerging, may have 

been due to driving with the ripe cells to the mating apiary over 

rough ground. The queens can be easily dislodged in the last 

few vital days prior to emergence. Solution? — have some cell 

finishing colonies at the mating site, to eliminate travelling at a 

critical developmental stage. 

Whilst this year has been a steep learning curve for Chris, she 

is confident that queen rearing awareness and knowledge at 

Leeds BKA has vastly improved. Coupled with some good 

breeding stock this will pay good dividends in the years to 

come. 

Interest in queen rearing is encouraged in new beekeepers 

attending the beginners courses. It is hoped that each year will 

supply the LBKA with some new queen rearers for the following 

season, so increasing the knowledge base in the organisation 

and improving local breeding stocks. 

Leeds BKA Queen Rearing programme would like to thank York 

District BKA's Tom Robinson, and the E.Midlands Group through 

Albert Knight & Mel Mends. Leeds are hoping to build on these 

relationships and form links with other like minded breeding 

groups. 

Good Luck Leeds and thank you Chris for your hospitality. 

Sandra Unwin 
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25 issues of Bee Improvement Magazine 

Philip Denwood 

Since its inaugural meeting in Terry Theaker's apiary in July 

1963, BIBBA and its predecessor the Village Bee Breeders' 

Association has aimed to produce regular news publications for 

its members, as well as more substantial one-off books and 

leaflets. In my own archive is a copy of the Bulletin of the VBBA 

No.1, July 1964. There followed a series of thirteen "news-

sheets" — often crudely cyclostyled foolscap and later A4 of any-

thing from one to eleven sheets — between March 1965 and 

December 1971. These were followed by BIBBA News from 

1973-84 in A5 booklet form, edited successively by Beowulf 

Cooper, Lester Wickham and John Phipps, numbered 14-24. 

This evolved into The Bee Breeder from 1985-95, numbered 1-8, 

edited variously by John Phipps, Philip Denwood, Albert Knight 

and Ken Ibbotson — basically a yearbook which ran concurrently 

with an irregular BIBBA Newsletter/News edited by Claire Waring 

and then Angus Stokes. A start has been made on digitising all 

these publications and it is hoped that their contents can be 

indexed and made available to members. 

In the last issue of the BIBBA News, (November 1997), we 

read, "BIBBA are considering changing from the traditional for-

mat of the occasional Newsletter and annual Bee Breeder. It is 

proposed to produce a magazine style publication perhaps quar-

terly with seasonal interest." So the Bee Improvement Magazine 

came into being: conceived, launched and initially edited by 

Angus Stokes. We now celebrate our quarter century, in terms 

of issues if not of years. 

In any democratic organisation, a few officers are wont to com-

plain that all the work falls on them. We are no exception — the 

passage quoted in the previous paragraph continues, "It would 

take the pressure off the current editor and secretary if any 

BIBBA members or others would like to become contributors on 

a regular basis. We know there is such a wealth of experience 

out there. Even ideas or requests for articles or subject matter 

and opinions are welcome." 

This was nothing new. As far back as News-sheet No.2, March 

1965, Beo Cooper writes, "In sending, rather belatedly, our New 

Year greeting to members...", and in No.3, July 1965, "Despite 

growth in mumbers, we are greatly held back by lack of assis-

tance — nearly all the effort emanates from about five members 

— and we cannot hope to provide a better service till more 

helpers come forward." In No.5, September 1966, we read, 

"This is the first News-sheet for almost a year. We owe mem-

bers a very great apology for the apparent lack of activity." 

No.14 (December 1973) was the first issue for two years: "We 

apologise for the long absence, due to offers of assistance which 

failed to become reality ... the job seems to be too big for one 

person..." There followed a gap of three and a half years to issue 

No.15, and another 18 months to No.16. 

Against this background the record of Bee Improvement repre-

sents considerable progress, at least in terms of number of 

pages, print quality, and frequency and regularity of publication. 

(I leave it to the readers to judge the quality of the articles.) It 

and the history of BIBBA as a whole at least confute the extract 

from a letter by Major D. A. Pudsey of the Hampshire Honey 

Farm in Bulletin of the VBBA No.1: "I am sorry that I cannot be 

more helpful, but consider that the proposal is doomed to fail 

before it starts." 

An index of articles in Bee Improvement listed by author 

appears on pages 26-30. It is interesting to see how Angus 

Stokes' plea for regular contributors is reflected in the list. Out 

of 265 articles, Albert Knight has produced 40 (15%) — well 

ahead of Friedrich-Karl Tiesler & Eva Englert (13 articles), and 

Dorian Pritchard, Micheál Mac Giolla Coda, Francis Ratnieks and 

Tom Robinson (10 articles each). These seven contributors have 

supplied 35% of all articles. 

While it remains true that editing articles and physically putting 

together the magazine is an enormous amount of work, I per-

sonally find this enjoyable and rewarding. The biggest problem 

remains finding the material. Some can be borrowed from other 

publications (suggestions always welcome), or retrieved from the 

BIBBA archive. Angus's words from 1997 are as relevant as ever, 

and were echoed in his last editorial in 2001: "This issue is late 

because we didn't have enough articles." 

The 25th issue would seem to be a suitable time to take stock 

of how the magazine is produced, and its relationship with the 

BIBBA website which will also be receiving badly needed atten-

tion shortly. The matter will be discussed at forthcoming 

Committee meetings. Meanwhile, if all readers would consider 

submitting articles, news items, photographs, suggested topics 

or material which might be borrowed from elsewhere, I am sure 

that we can continue the progress of this magazine in the future 

as we have done with it and its predecessors in the past. 

Philip Denwood 
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Devices for measuring colony characteristics 

Beowulf Cooper 

Introduction 

Most differences between strains of bee go unrecognised by 

beekeepers because they are differences of degree and not of 

kind. To make them apparent, and therefore "real" to most 

people, they need to be measured precisely, and in a form 

capable of statistical analysis, in a way that is free from observ-

er bias or personal error, and in a way that is capable of repe-

tition by other experimenters. 

While direct observation still has a very necessary place in bio-

logical and hence beekeeping studies, the need to avoid observ-

er error is so great that some mechanical device has to be 

utilised, so that whoever is doing the experiment, and under 

whatever conditions it is done, comparable results are obtained, 

and errors are reduced to standard and calculable ones. 

Calibration may have to be done from time to time by one 

observer, but, even so, experimental error is greatly minimised 

by the use of a suitable and reliable gadget. 

Many of the characters we are wishing to measure are of a 

complex nature, being made up of numerous variable compo-

nents. It is therefore necessary to assess each of these sepa-

rately to know exactly what is happening, rather than rely on 

one composite assessment which averages out the advanta-

geous and disadvantageous components to give one overall fig-

ure somewhere between. It is rather like assessing the effi-

ciency of a home by the price of the house — a higher price 

would not necessarily imply a great efficiency or even a happi-

er home! Under the conditions of amateur experiment, end-of-

season honey yield generally means very little, being more 

affected by chance than by the management of the bee! 

Weighing 

The most obvious measure of colony progress is that of 

weight. This comprises the sum of the component hive parts, 

the combs, bees, honey, nectar, pollen and propolis. It may go 

up during the honeyflow, a pollen flow, a propolis flow, when a 

feed is given or a comb of brood or honey is substituted for an 

empty one, or when rain saturates the wood of the hive. It will 

go down when nectar or pollen flow is slower than the con-

sumption of food by the stock, or when nectar is evaporated 

into honey, or when a swarm leaves, or a comb of food is given 

to another stock, or the bees are clearing out old pollen 

preparatory to using the cells for breeding. Except over a long 

period, in fact, weight alone does not tell us very much. From 

the breeder's point of view, we need other simultaneous assess-

ments to know how to interpret hive weights. 

We need, therefore, members who will make, and test out 

comparatively, various types of weighing device. The needs are  

not just that they weigh with some degree of accuracy, but if 

possible, that they should be easy to make, cheap and not too 

time-consuming in operation. Since weighing does not produce 

honey, few beekeepers will put themselves to unlimited trouble 

to get figures unless the job is made quick and not too tiresome 

to operate. 

A particular need is for some gadget that can be moved easi-

ly from hive to hive and from apiary to apiary — measurement 

may have to be done in outapiaries or at the heather. Any error 

in the balance is then the same for all stocks and the compara-

tive results are fully meaningful. 

Even more needful than a plain weighing device is a hive-mov-

ing barrow of general utility in the apiary at all times, upon 

which may be set a bathroom scale type of balance with a dial 

readable from the operator's position. When a hive is lifted by 

the barrow off its stand (perhaps specially made so that the 

stand does not have to be lifted) its weight is thrown fully on to 

the scales giving a weight reading. The hive is then set back on 

its stand, the barrow withdrawn and moved on to the next hive. 

If the design is successful we would want to get a quantity 

made, since few people will want to make a special barrow just 

for hive weighing, but would not object to having a balance 

which could be stood on a barrow with other uses in the apiary. 

We envisage a modified porter's barrow, or a type of sack-lift. 

The prototype could be in wood, or angle-iron, but the aim is 

that the production model should be in tubular steel or alumini- 

um. 

Bee counting 

Our next need, for the meteorological studies project, is a 

device that will count bees entering the hive, sorting outgoing 

bees from the stream. We have a prototype model made as a 

hive floor extension, but other ideas will no doubt occur. If we 

can test several pattern together, we may be in a position to 

choose the best, or easiest to make, for production in quantity. 

The aim will be to incorporate a pollen trap in the same pas-

sageway, so that an estimate can be made of pollen trapped per 

bee counted. The ratio of the one to the other, under different 

weather and colony strength conditions, can give us information 

on the value of different strains for various crop pollination jobs 

— bees are of the greatest value to fruit-growers, for example, 

when they collect pollen under cool weather conditions, as in a 

cold east-wind spell in April or May. This may, in fact, be of 

greater importance than maximum number of bees foraging 

during a warm weather period in a year when everyone will 

have apples, pears or plum to market. Another big need is a 

device which will count drones separately from workers. 
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Pollen trapping 

Here, the standard principle, used in several types of pollen 

trap, is for bees to have to climb through a grid just too small 

for them to negotiate easily. Some of the larger pollen loads 

are knocked off, and fall into a tray below. A simple design to 

incorporate into a bee-counter is needed. It needs to be easily 

emptied by an unskilled and probably nervous operator, from a 

vantage point out of the flight-stream of bees. We have quite 

a good model at Shardlow, designed by our member 

Mr.O.M.Brooks, but someone may have a better idea. 

Beowulf Cooper 

Top right: Two Modified Dadant hives on pig weigher; 

weights recorded on large chart. Hampshire Farm Institute. 

Accurate but impracticable for general use. 

Right: Bathroom scale device — simple but time-consuming in 

use. 

Bottom right: Shardlow pattern battery-powered pollen load 

counter in use with Bob Culling and George Sommerville. 

Below: Detail of rotating collecting tray, each glass container 

receiving one day's pollen, Shardlow pattern counter. 
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Methods for apiary comparisons in France 

Jean Louveaux 

Account of a conversation with Monsieur Jean Louveaux, 
(1920-1999) Director of the French Bee Research Station at 
Bures-sur-Yvette, France 1961-1981, by Beowulf A. Cooper and 
Georges Ledent, September, 1970. M. Louveaux describes some 
aspects of the research programme comparing the performance 
of French Dark European Honeybees in different local environ-
ments. 

I think that what will interest you is first of all to know our 

methods. These methods are very simple: what you must know 

with the greatest possible precision is a certain number of 

parameters for the colonies which are under observation, and 

this for the whole length of the year and with the maximum pre-

cision that is compatible with the normal condition of the hives. 

So then we make observations on the different parameters. 

First of all: 

Hive weight 

The weight of the hives; this is surely the most important thing 

and also the easiest to get with numerical precision. The mea-

surement of weight brings no disturbance to the hive. So, one 

can repeat as often as it is necessary. The ideal would surely 

be to obtain a continuous recording of the weight of the hives 

by means of a recording balance. Experience demands as high 

a number of colonies as possible so that the results are statisti-

cally interpretable. Unfortunately, we cannot manage to do a 

continuous record of weight, so we must make measurements 

at regular intervals. We took a week as the interval, and in all 

stations of observation we have in French territory the weight 

of colonies we are looking at is measured each week on 

Tuesday mornings from the beginning of March to the end of 

October. We don't make observations in the winter, but during 

all the active period of the bees we have weekly measurements. 

The weights are made on a portable machine which we have 

developed at the Monfourt Lab. and which has been described 

in an article in Anna/es de l'Abeille by M. Fresnaye. It is a sim-

ple system of weighing on a spring balance and the precision of 

weighing is of the order 0.5 — 0.25 kilo. This is quite suitable 

and works satisfactorily. 

Of course, we have been obliged for the sake of uniformity of 

results and being able to compare them, to use the same mate-

rial everywhere, and the only way we know is to know the 

empty weight (tare). We have also very strict conventions, for 

instance, the weight always includes the floor of the hive but 

without the roof, and each time we put on one or more supers, 

we always take into consideration this supplement of dead  

weight which is added by the super, so that all results be com-

parable. Similarly when at the end of season we take off supers 

to collect honey we go on taking consideration of the weight 

curve without taking notice of the honey we have taken away. 

Thus we go on considering the weight that would be that of the 

colony if nothing had been taken away. This is purely a con-

vention but you could do the reverse. It has no importance at 

all: the only requirement is that observation must be made with 

exactly the same conventions of measurement on all hives. 

Thus you may always make a comparison, be it that the obser-

vations have been made near Paris or 600 km. away. The dates 

must always be the same, observation be made everywhere on 

the same day practically at the same hour that the weighings 

are made anywhere else in France, with the same material and 

the same hives, thus the identically same conditions. This is 

very important so that all measurements taken are strictly com-

parable. 

So we have the data on weight once a week for each hive and 

we consider it's more interesting to have a large number of 

records on a weekly basis than to have restricted data coming 

from a very few hives with a lot of detailed information. 

Finally, I consider that one obtains better results from spaced 

measurements, better than would be obtained from a continu-

ous reading of multiple observations in so far as one multiplies 

the number of observations. So much for the weighing of hives, 

save that we have had to elaborate the weighing machine when 

the hives get 2-3 supers, which happens sometimes. One is 

then obliged to modify the equipment as described by Fresnaye 

and now in use, and use a tripod permitting one to lift the hives 

and carry it wthout too much effort. Sometimes, one has to lift 

up to 80-90 kilos, which obviously could not be done with the 

normal Fresnaye apparatus. 

Brood area 

The 2nd parameter that has to be controlled and measured is 

the brood area. By brood we mean everything that is in the 

hive, from egg, larva to nymph, and this is the parameter which 

is very important — probably the most important of all, because 

it gives information on the laying activity of the queen and on 

the development of the colony. 

There exist numerous methods of measuring the surface of 

brood area, but what may be said is that, as in weight, the most 

precise methods are those which from the theoretical point of 

view may be very interesting but have been found out to be 

impossible to use practically for different reasons. First of all 

because they require a lot of time and the fact that the time and 
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manpower factor is a very important one which must not be 

squandered: you must make best use of it considering also time 

available at your disposal. 

At one extreme, there is the precision method of photograph-

ing the frames or by using transparent sheets of glass or plastics 

using Chinagraph pencils. Those methods have such a disturb-

ing effect in the colony of bees causing such disorder that later 

on all measurements have no meaning any longer because the 

colony takes sometimes 4, 5 and even 8 days to find its balance 

again after a visit of this kind. You must shake all the frames, 

brush off all the bees, isolate each frame be it for the purpose of 

photography or to take the measurements. This takes a lot of 

time, leaving disturbance, and it cannot be done. We need 

numerous observations that must be quickly done and disturbing 

the colony to a minimum. 

The method we use is again one from Fresnaye. He is the one 

who as for the weighing has developed this method. We use the 

apparatus permitting to measure directly the two axes of the 

brood ellipses on the frames. The long axis and. the short axis 

of the ellipse are gauged with satisfactory precision. The appa-

ratus carries a cylinder which is controlled by the two arms of the 

gadget. One can read straight off on an abacus (part of the gad-

get itself) one reads directly the surface of the ellipse which rep-

resents the surface of the brood on the frame submitted to mea-

suring. This apparatus was described by Fresnaye and this has 

been also published in Annales de I'Abeille some years ago 

(Fresnaye, J. et Lensky, Y. (1961) "Méthodes d'appréciation des 

surfaces de couvain dans les colonies d'Abeilles." Annales de 

1'Abeille, 4: 369-376; also Fresnaye J., Un appareil pour le cal-

cul rapide des surfaces de couvain dans les ruches. 1962 INRA). 

This gadget of rather simple construction exists in as many 

numbers as we have observation stations and its still the same 

type of gadget and the measurements are always comparable 

and the method is the same at each apiary. It's not necessary 

to brush completely the bees present on the frame and it's 

enough to shake them lightly to see where the brood surface 

begins and ends. Measurement is made by two people, one 

holding, the frame, the other holding the gadget, or alone using 

a little stand permitting one to hang the frame while it is mea-

sured and, of course, the measurement is made on both sides of 

the frame. Measuring is made in brood units, we call them 

Fresnaye units, that is a unit of surface presenting 110 sq. cm., 

which corresponds if I'm right to 50 cells. We have, thanks to 

this system, a means of calculating not only the surface of brood, 

we know the number of frames which have brood on, and the 

number of brood-free frames, and we may in a rather satisfac-

tory way calculate the total number of brood cells occupied by 

eggs, larvae and pupae. We make no distinction between these  

three kinds which are grouped together. 

Incidentally, I know in Belgium there is much interest in size of 

cells, but I don't know the answer. We are using standard foun-

dation of not enlarged cells, probably 700 per square decimetre. 

Of course, in any country considering the size of the cells new 

calculations could be made accordingly; the Fresnaye unit after 

all is only a matter of convention. The only essential point is that 

the method be exactly the same at each point of observation 

using the same gadgets and with people who have had the same 

training and using the gadget the same way. I insist very much 

on this, it is very important. There is only a posibility of making 

a worthwhile observation if the material is the same and if the 

methods are identical. And thus, not approximately but rigor-

ously we have everywhere exactly the same hive, same frames, 

same foundation, same weighing and measuring apparatus, and 

all observations are made on the same date. 

Considering that the measuring of brood is after all taking a lot 

of time and requiring care and it is impossible to take its mea-

surement without disturbance while doing it, these measure-

ments are taken approximately once a month. However, we 

establish each year before winter time for the next year a calen-

dar which is the same for all the observation stations; i.e. at each 

observation station the brood measurements are taken the same 

day, or at least, if weather prohibits it within 24-48 hours delay 

maximum, taking into consideration material impossibilities that 

may happen in some cases. We are thus trying to have the 

brood measurements truly at the same time, if possible the same 

day, so as to permit exact comparisons of data. 

So we have at our disposal the weekly indications about weight 

— or the monthly ones or nearly monthly ones, because depend-

ing on the time of year, there are periods when we consider 

observations should be made more frequently and others when 

we consider it's possible to spread them somewhat. We have a 

calendar made up very precisely for that. 

Pollen collection 

There is one more item of data which has to be added to this: 

the collection of pollen. But the hives used for the collection of 

pollen must be considered as a separate group because if you 

put a pollen trap on a hive you impart a certain degree of dis-

turbance to the hive, resulting in neither the brood areas nor the 

weights having the same significance in a hive with a pollen trap 

as in one without it. 

But we believe that in each observation apiary it's important 

and interesting to dispose of 1, 2, 3, 4 hives depending whether 

you are only starting observations or have a good idea of the 
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big because there is always a loss to be prepared for, and if you 

don't want to risk hindering yourself with too small a number of 

participants to be used statistically, you must use a very large 

number at the sta rt. This is not always easy or feasible and it 

is one of the things that are causing the most problems. 

Methods for apiary 

comparisons in France 
Jean Louveaux 

conditions so its important to have a few pollen traps and also 

to make weekly recordings. It would be preferable and ideal to 

have the possibility of taking recordings daily — the more fre-

quent the operations the more informative they are — but for 

reasons of time and manpower and also the nature and study 

of the results we consider that a weekly recording is sufficient. 

So we are weighing the collected pollen each week, together 

with the hive weighing each Tuesday, and the quantity of col-

lected pollen in the drawer of the trap is weighed . Here also 

we have strict conventions — dry pollen is weighed and not fresh 

pollen. Fresh pollen might be more or less loaded with mois-

ture; this would not be very informative. Thus after drying the 

pollen and after careful mixing one may make a microscope 

preparation of a sample and allow one to determine the flora 

used during the week. Thus the weight of pollen is known and 

at the same time thanks to the microscopical examination, we 

can know approximately what plants have been used by the 

bees during this lapse of time. So much for the methods used. 

Number of hives 

There is one more thing to be added and this one answers the 

question you have asked me, I mean the minimum number of 

hives necessary to obtain statistically significant results. It may 

be considered that the more the hives the better the results. Of 

course, observation may be done on 100 hives. If 100 obser-

vations are made certainly results will be statistically much more 

valid than if one has been working on only 10-12 hives. An 

observation programme requires much time and work and I 

think from the moment one has formed groups of 10-12 

colonies per testing station one can obtain statistically signifi-

cant results that may be interpreted statistically using the math-

ematical methods at our disposal. 

One thing is to be well taken into consideration — that is when 

one uses a group of hives for observation, one is putting to ser-

vice for instance 10-12, maybe 15 colonies or even more, but 

when the experiment comes to a close, and the experiment 

sometimes demands two years or more, the starting group has 

dwindled always, particularly because of hives that swarm. 

Whenever a hive has swarmed the data from them cannot be 

used any longer in the frame of the tests we are making. Thus 

swarming colonies are totally eliminated. There are also 

colonies losing their queens, or superseding them, and those 

must be similarly eliminated because we always make compar-

isons between colonies headed by queens that are sisters, all 

coming from one and the same breeding. Thus if the aim is to 

have experiments which are statistically valid, based on groups 

comparing a minimum of 6 colonies per group which seems to 

be nearly the minimum that may be used for statistics, it is nec-

essary to start from a number at least twice or three times as 

Drone brood 

I come back a bit to answer a question of M. Ledent concern-

ing drone brood. We make no distinction as far as drone brood 

is concerned included in the brood areas. As a rule let me say 

that we generally have only a little drone brood because when 

a group of hives is started it is always headed by sister queens 

born the year before and who seldom or never raise very large 

amounts of drone brood. Well you know that from the 2nd year 

onwards there might be more important drone brood but the 

first year the space occupied by drone brood is not large enough 

to justify separate consideration. Now I imagine that as far as 

methods are concerned I have answered more or less the ques-

tions you have been asking me, so it's up to you to tell me if it's 

enough or if you have more points to clear. 

Location of apiaries 

(BAC) How many apiaries are you comparing? 

(JL) At the present time our observation points are the fol-

lowing: 

I will show you on this map. We have here the Bures apiary 

in the centre, another in vicinity of Rennes (Britanny) and a 2nd 

point nearer to Rennes at l'Heureux and this constitutes a valid 

unit for the Atlantic and the west of France. The 3rd point is 

situated here in the vicinity of Mont de Marsan dans la Forét 

Landaise. This is also in the Atlantic Region but with quite spe-

cial kinds of flora due to large and even enormous stretches of 

heather. Then we have two other observation points in the 

vicinity of Lyons at Montfouet, and to the S.E. at the S.E. 

Experimental Agricultural Station. And we have another point 

which is more than 1000 metres above sea level, nearly 1100 

metres on the Mont Ventoux in the middle of Provence similar-

ly to the Lyon one but mountainous with a quite different cli-

mate, long and hard winter, with heaps of snow and very low 

temperatures and a very short season, much shorter than at 

Lyon where we have strictly a Mediterranean climate or semi-

Mediterranean with a very long period of activity for bees. We 

have also an observation point we are making ready in the 

Vosges near Remiremont in the Moselle at an altitude of 800m 

in a climate corresponding much more to the one in Central 

Europe, but this observation point is not yet in use. 

We are only at the point of preparing the site with the train-

ing of the personnel to collect the observations. And I think it 

may be a couple of years because it is rather a long job to set 

up the observation apiary and to get the personnel and teach 

them how to use properly the measuring material and to teach 

them also to manage the hives and operate according to abso-

lutely standardised methods. 
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Extensive (let-alone) beekeeping 

I want to be precise about one point I had forgotten to say a 

moment ago concerning methods: that we forbid ourselves for-

mally to intervene in the life of the colony, i.e. what we are 

observing — and this is fundamental — it is the bee colony in the 

wild state, if I may say so. We don't feed to save if the colony 

would survive without it — though it happens that we are some-

times obliged to feed quickly using highly concentrated syrup so 

as to have the minimum of stimulative effect on the laying 

capacity of the queen. We never give a stimulative feed and 

never intervene for instance with the broodnest either to reduce 

or to augment it. In the hives each frame carries its number 

and its hive and is always put back exactly in the place and the 

same way round — so that the bees are strictly dependent on 

themselves only, and the phenomena we are observing are 

strictly their own and not caused by human intervention. This 

is very important — we make no intervention, rio manipulations, 

no queen excluder — we just observe what the colony is doing 

unmanaged. 

Thanks to this system we may presently believe that when the 

bee is left to herself, i.e. when one is doing what is called 

EXTENSIVE (let-alone) beekeeping with the minimum of inter-

vention, that is beekeeping as it used to be, say 100-150 years 

ago, it may be said that practically only the local (native) bee is 

capable of surviving. The other bees not adapted, not acclima-

tised to the surroundings in the region are more or less con-

demned to disappear. On the other hand supposing one does 

INTENSIVE beekeeping where one intervenes constantly, be it 

for feeding or for enlarging the broodnest or to reduce it, or for 

putting on a queen excluder or making one of these numerous 

manipulations beekeepers are accustomed to doing, well it is 

possible that one might maintain nearly any bees available in 

the world in nearly any place, with probably a few exceptions. 

Thus it must be well understood that what we are busy study-

ing is the "bee in the wild", against the sophisticated bee for 

which life is made easy. 

Jean Louveaux 

Translated from the French by Georges Ledent, Brussels 

Captions to illustrations (Photos; Beowulf Cooper): 

Silver-painted Modified Dadant hives, Bures-sur-Yvette out-api-

ary. 

Frametop position indicator markings, Bures-sur-Yvette. 

Top entrance pollen trap with crown closer board removed, 

Bures-sur -Yvette. 

MD hive with top-entrance pollen trap in use. 
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The nucleus hive - the beekeeper's most versatile tool 

Albert Knight 

The full-frame nucleus hive in its various forms has many uses. 

One of the most popular designs is the five-frame nucleus box, 

and there are variations on this design to accommodate fewer 

frames. 

The nucleus hive can be used for collecting swarms, dividing a 

colony about to swarm, making increase, accommodating a few 

brood frames during colony inspections, and as a mating hive. 

The five-frame nucleus hive can also be used to transport 

grafted larvae. This is useful when another strain of bee is to 

be introduced. This method is more successful with accepted 

grafts, which have been given brood food by the bees. This 

occurs very soon after the grafted larvae have been inserted 

into a queenless sta rter colony. Examination after one hour will 

reveal some queen cups that have had the la rvae removed, and 

others that have had brood food given. The frame of grafted 

cups can then be inserted into the middle of the nucleus box, 

the space having being left for this when the nucleus was made 

up earlier. 

A variation on the five-frame nucleus hive is the Marburg 

swarm box. This, in addition to being able to be used as a 

nucleus hive, can also be used to filter out drones when making 

up mininucs that are to be taken to a mating site, where it is 

important only to have drones from selected stocks. 

Another design uses a divided brood box to give two nucleus 

hives, the floorboard also having a division to keep the two 

colonies separate, and of course two cover boards are used, but 

only one roof. The entrances are on opposite sides of the brood 

box. The advantage in using such boxes is that very little spe-

cial equipment is required, and the boxes can easily be con-

verted back to normal brood boxes. 

These divided boxes are useful to over winter nucleus colonies 

especially if additional protection is given by insulation to reduce 

heat loss. Insulation in the roof is the most important, but addi-

tional insulation can be given in the sides of the brood boxes. 

With a National hive the recesses on the ends of the boxes can 

be filled with three-quarter inch polystyrene, and covered with 

plywood. Further insulation can be given by fitting a sheet of 

polystyrene inside the front and back walls of the brood box. 

These need to be covered by plywood to prevent the bees from 

nibbling the polystyrene, and entrances must be provided 

through this insulation of course. This reduces the number of 

frames that can be accommodated in each of the nuclei by one 

frame, but four frames of bees will over-winter successfully pro-

vided the frames are well filled with stores, and the bees are 

"winter bees", that is bees that are hatched in August and 

September. 

Without doubt nucleus hives should be part of every beekeep- 

er's equipment, for there are so many occasions when the use 

of a nucleus hive will overcome a problem. 

Albert Knight 
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Practical methods and tools in queen rearing 

Albert Knight 

Queen rearing implies selection in some way to try and 

improve bees. One way to do this of course is to get the 

colonies that show the good qualities the beekeeper is looking 

for, to raise queens, or take larvae from them and get other 

colonies to raise the queens. 

Inevitably a beekeeper will improve his stocks generally, if 

queens are reared from the best colonies, and introduced to the 

worst colonies after killing the queens in the those colonies of 

course. This effects the overall drone population of the apiary 

over time, an important factor in seeking to improve colonies. 

Underlying any method of queen rearing lie the basic princi-

ples that determine the production of good queens. 

These are: 

Getting bees into the state of wanting to raise queens; 

Having an abundance of nurse bees to ensure queen larvae 

are well fed; 

Ensuring that both pollen and open stores are available near 

to the queen cells. 

Bees seek to raise queens when the swarming impulse is upon 

them, or if they become queenless. For a beekeeper that wants 

to determine when queens are to be raised, then obviously a 

colony can be made queenless to do this. 

It is only necessary to have a colony queenless for twenty-four 

hours just to get cells started, it can then have the queen 

restored to the colony, and provided the queen cells are sepa-

rated from the queen by a queen excluder they will continue to 

completion. 

The system we have used for some years uses colonies on 

double brood boxes. Each of these is given twenty grafts, and 

as we usually graft 100 at a time we use five colonies. However 

anyone wishing to raise a smaller number can scale down to 

suit. 

There are lots of ways of transferring larvae, such as the 

Jenter system, cutting out strips of comb with day old larvae 

and so on. We have used the Jenter system, but for many years 

now we have used a grafting system. We favour this over the 

Jenter system because we know exactly when cells will hatch, 

when nucs have to be made up and so on. With the Jenter sys-

tem the queen can delay laying the Jenter comb for twenty-four 

hours and that would throw our time-table awry. As we require 

help from members of our group who are only available at 

weekends, we need to ensure things occur at those times. We 

use a computer spreadsheet to produce a timetable of when the 

various operations need to be done. This is virtually automat-

ic, for all that needs to be done is to enter the start date and 

the timetable changes automatically. This bit of computer soft- 

ware is available free of charge to any beekeeper, and can be 

downloaded from the BIBBA Web site. 

Our system 

I will describe our methods and show you some of the equip-

ment we use. There are many ways and many types of gear 

that can be used, and we have tried several, all of which 

worked, but have settled on this particular system. 

We build up the colonies that are to be used as cell raisers on 

to double brood boxes by stimulative feeding in early spring 

with syrup and pollen. We always do the grafting on a Sunday 

afternoon, but prior to carrying out the grafting the colonies 

that are to be used as cell-raisers are split, the box with the 

queen in is moved a few yards away facing the opposite direc-

tion and set on a new floor and fitted with a crown board and 

roof. The box on the original site has been given most of the 

nurse bees by brushing the bees off the combs of open brood. 

The frames have been arranged so that there is a frame miss-

ing in the middle of the box where the frame of grafts will be 

inserted later. The frames on either side of the gap will be 

frames with an abundance of pollen and open stores. The rest 

of the frames will be combs of sealed brood and stores. This 

box will have most of the nurse bees and will collect all the for-

agers from the other box too. This box teeming with bees and 

queenless too will be in prime condition to start queen cells. 

Once this work has been completed the grafting can done, 

usually by two of us. Grafts are placed in the Jenter cups fitted 

into the metal cell holders used in the Jenter system. Various 

grafting tools are available — I personally like the Swiss grafting 

tool and I use this in conjunction with a magnifier mounted in a 

headband that has two lights mounted on the side that illumi-

nate the point of focus. 

Grafting can be either into dry cups or cups primed with water 

or diluted royal jelly. 

The grafting is done in the car, the frame of larvae only a few 

hours old is placed on a board on one's lap. Another member 

of the team takes the cups as they are done and mounts them 

in the cell holder. With twenty cells grafted into the two bars 

that are mounted in the frame, the frame is inserted into the 

space left in the middle of the brood box. 

The next day the colonies are restored back to being double 

brood box colonies, the top box is the one with the grafts in, the 

bottom box having the queen, a queen excluder being in 

between the two boxes. Any supers being also between the 

two brood boxes. 
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Practical methods and tools in Tasmanian bees under 

queen rearing 	 threat? 
Albert Knight 
	

Stan Millard, Francis Ratnieks 

The following Friday or Saturday at the latest, we move the 

queen cells which are of course sealed, to an incubator to 

hatch the following Friday. The incubator will have been run-

ning for several days at a temperature of 34 degrees centi-

grade, and with a dish of water in the base to provide humid-

ity. 

Cell cages are fitted on Wednesday, these have small cell-

like pockets in the base into which liquid honey is inserted 

using a syringe. This will provide food for the queens on 

emergence. 

A few hours after hatching the queens have numbered disks 

stuck on with paint the colour of the year, and are then placed 

in a second incubator running at 30 degrees centigrade. 

Queens invariably hatch over two days, but by Sunday morn-

ing all the queens will have hatched. These are then trans-

ported to the apiary to be placed in the nucs (Apideas) as they 

are made up. 

The nucs are given a small quantity of syrup with some fly-

ash granules floating on top. These are confined for three or 

four days in a cool dark place, then taken to the mating site, 

the feeders topped up with syrup and the bees released at 

dusk. 

Records are kept of nuc positions and the number of the 

queen in each particular nuc. 

Visits once per week to top up with syrup and to check for 

queens laying is the routine now. 

A record is made of every nuc's condition on each visit, 

recording queen seen, if laying, stores, bee population etc. 

With Apideas the available combs are soon laid up and the 

queen will go off lay unless removed and used. Often a queen 

will abscond when the available comb is laid up if she can get 

out, so it pays to harvest queens that are laying before this 

occurs. 

A virgin queen or a queen cell can be placed in the now 

queenless nuc. If a queen cell is used it must be ready to 

emerge within twenty-four hours, and great care must be 

exercised in handling it. 

Introducing a virgin queen is more tricky. The nuc should 

be queenless for 24 hours and have sealed brood present. 

The queen should be in a Butler cage without candy, the 

entrance blocked so the queen cannot be released by the 

bees. After 48 hours remove the blockage and replace it with 

candy. 

Albert Knight 

A letter has been received by BIBBA from the Tasmanian 

Beekeepers' Association expressing their concern that the gene 

pool of Dark European Honeybees present on the Island may be 

under threat from current forestry harvesting practices. To give 

the background to this, we reprint extracts from an article by 

the late Stan Millard in the predecessor of this magazine, The 
Bee Breeder No. 4 Summer 1988; and one from an article by 

Prof.Francis Ratnieks in Bee Improvement No. 4 (Spring 1999). 

Stan Millard 

"The general run of the bees I saw [in Tasmania] were Italian 

or more probably Italian-based hybrids, but my most interest-

ing trip of all was to visit Lee Slater's apiary. Lee keeps a pret-

ty pure strain of mellifera, the old British Black bee (see photos 

on page 32) 

"Lee' s apiary is at Tarraleah, a well-wooded and somewhat 

isolated area in the south-west. He started beekeeping as a 

young man by assembling a number of second-hand hives and 

stocking them with colonies he collected from the bush where 

he had roamed at will since a boy. He had no idea there was 

anything different about his bees until a friend from Hobart 

came out to examine them. The inspector at once recognised 

them as A.m.mellifera, a fact that was later confirmed by a visit 

from an expert from Germany (I think perhaps Dr.Ruttner). 

The bees are presumably descendants from colonies taken out 

by some of the early settlers and later abandoned. The min-

istry of Agriculture appreciates the value of this pure strain of 

bee and the area is now an "exclusion zone". It is forbidden to 

take colonies of bees into or through the area for a certain dis-

tance round Tarraleah. The hilly and heavily wooded nature of 

the terrain inhibits natural migration and since the locality is 

very isolated I imagine no bees are kept closer than perhaps 

thirty miles or more. 

"The day of my visit was fine but somewhat cool; neverthe-

less Lee opened one or two hives for me. There was a small 

flow on at the time from Prostanthera, the Christmas Bush, and 

the bees were working. I got the impression that they were not 

the most gentle of bees, although Lee worked without gloves. 

I did in fact get one or two stings. (The culprits were immedi-

ately pocketed so that their wings, together with those from 

other dead bees, could produce a venation test when I got 

back home.)" 

[The venation test was run by Derek Green and Philip 

Denwood, and the scattergram is printed on page 32. The 

black dots refer to Lee Slater's bees, the red dots to a sample 

of bees called by Stan "Alison's Hybrids" kept by a lady of that 

name near Hobart, also in Tasmania.] 
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Apis mellifera mellifera 

The Black Bee 
Flekkefjord (N) 
Grimsby (GY 2) (GB) 
Caistor 870 (GB) 

Hammerdal (1A 9212 (N) 
Brest (F) 

	 Derbyshire (DY 2) (GB) 
Galtee (Irl) 
Tasmania (Old English) 

Laeso (DK) 
Stockholm (S) 

Vasterbotten (S) 
Umea (5) 
Jamtland (S) 

Anatoliaca 
Caistor 898 (GB) Hybrid!! 
Carnita 
Liqustica 

Francis Ratnieks 

"The first hive of bees in Australia was imported from England 

in 1831 by Dr. T. B. Wilson on the ship Catherine Forbes. The 

bees, which were presumably black bees of the mellifera sub-

species, were free to fly on the voyage and were fed with sugar 

syrup. Originally destined for Sydney, they were actually 

offloaded in Hobart, Tasmania, and placed in the Government 

Gardens which was deemed to be a suitable place given the 

abundant flowers there. ... In 1976 Friedrich Ruffner reported 

that the bees from Tarraleah, southwest Tasmania, were 

'unhybridized' A.m. mellifera and 'correspond almost exactly to 

the original bee from north west Europe'. Ruttner's study com-

pared morphological characteristics of the Tasmanian bees with 

a reference collection of European bees. 

" 	 More recently, Dr. Ben Oldroyd, a honey bee geneticist 

now working at the University of Sydney, and colleagues have 

examined both the morphological and genetic characteristics of 

Tasmanian bees. The genetic analysis analyzed two previously 

detected differences between mellifera and ligustica bees. One 

difference occurring in the nuclear genome resulting in three 

variations of a particular enzyme known as Mdh 

(Malicdehydrogenase) and the other in the mitochondrial 

genome. The conclusions of Oldroyd's study are striking and 

confirm Ruttner's earlier report. Feral honey bees in much of 

Tasmania are of predominantly mellifera stock. 

"As the material for their study Oldroyd collected worker bees 

from 96 colonies throughout Tasmania. The colonies were all 

'feral', being either from bee trees (9 colonies), recently cap-

tured swarms (24), or apiaries which had been abandoned for 

10 years or more (63). In addition, bees were collected from 

20 colonies at Tarraleah managed by a beekeeper (L. Slater) 

who collected his colonies from the surrounding eucalyptus for-

est and who does not carry out selection or queen production, 

and also from 14 commercially managed hives. Morphological 

results showed that all but a few of the feral colonies, but only 

two of the 14 commercially managed hives, were more similar 

to mellifera than ligustica. The results from the mitochondrial 

DNA showed that only one commercially managed hive had 

mellifera mitochondrial DNA, compared to approximately half 

the feral colonies. But in two locations, Queenstown and 

Tarraleah all or almost all the feral colonies had mellifera mito-

chondrial DNA." 

[Further DNA analysis carried out by Prof. Pedersen's team in 

Copenhagen confirms the mellifera nature of the Tasmanian 

bees, adding the interesting act that they appear closest to 

samples from the Galtee BIBBA Group in Ireland and to anoth-

er from Derbyshire (see diagram on right).] 

Bee Craft 

BEE CRAFT: A full colour monthly beekeeping 

magazine for beginners and experts alike covering 

all aspects of beekeeping in Great Britain & 

Ireland. 

FREE SAMPLE COPY on request. 

£22 for 12 issues. Credit cards accepted. 

Contact Bee Craft Ltd., 107 Church Street 

,Werrington, Peterborough , PE4 6QF . 

Email: secretary@bee-craft.com Web; www.bee- 

craft.com 

Tel/Fax +44 (0)1733 771221. 
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The aims of BIBBA 

Eric Milner 

Paper written for the (cancelled) 1990 BIBBA Conference. 

by the Rev. Eric Milner. 

The aims of BIBBA need to be made clearer to its members. 

The various kinds of honeybee that have been imported during 

the last century and a half come from milder climates, usually 

with more reliable seasonal changes, and survive in the condi-

tions of these islands only with human care and attention. 

Because of the mating pattern of the honeybee, imports have 

resulted in widespread dilution of the national stock, with a 

great deterioration of temper and other characters. 

Foreign bees 

I have no wish to knock, deride, cry down or denigrate any of 

the foreign bees which have been imported. I have seen sev-

eral of these sub-species in their natural habitat. Turkish bees, 

Syrian bees, Cypriot bees as well as the better known and more 

usual imports, and in their native lands I have seen them han-

dled with impunity by beekeepers who wore no protective cloth-

ing and used no smoke or other means of controlling them. 

The Italian Bee is well suited to its own natural environment. 

During the hot, rainless summer all activities are greatly 

reduced, to be re-activated after the heavy rains of autumn, 

when brood rearing is stimulated and hardly stops during the 

brief period of winter cold, increasing once more to exploit the 

abundant bloom of the glorious Italian spring, and then declines 

to a minimum during the arid summer. This bee finds herself 

even more suited to the climates in Australia and California, but 

only a monster in human form could condemn her to the 

vagaries of our weather, frustrated by the uncertain spring, to 

endure our cool summers, her autumn brood rearing a handi-

cap for successful wintering, unprepared for the long periods of 

confinement which may occur in winter and in consequence to 

end her days in the squalor, stench and filth of dysentery. What 

a fate for a golden jewel, formed to sparkle under the blue sky 

of the lovely vale of Arno or the wide plain of Lombardy. 

The Caucasian, a tough, hardy bee in her own mountains, 

gentle and easy to handle, is brought to forage on unfamiliar 

flowers, some with nectar that she cannot successfully process, 

and, like the Italian, to succumb to nosema and dysentery, leav-

ing behind a reputation for aggression, earned by vicious cross- 

es. 

And the wonderfully gentle Carniolan? She has never been 

very common in this country, but travellers who have seen her 

abroad are at once captivated by her many excellences. They 

do not see the natural bee, splendid though she was, but the  

result of more than a century of deliberate selection and 

improvement. During the last half century the work of ordinary 

beekeepers has been reinforced and guided by the application 

of science developed in research institutes. None the less, bee 

suits to give complete protection, and smoker fuel which 

includes tobacco are available for those who ignore the rules of 

selective breeding and allow their stocks to relapse to the con-

ditions from which selective breeding has rescued them. This 

bee, like all others, is adapted to the usual weather of its native 

land. A German Institute reported in 1986 that as a result of 

the previous wet autumn (most unusual during the time that the 

harvest of honeydew is taken), such widespread losses had 

been caused by dysentery that some of the testing stations had 

closed, as there were no colonies to test. So why should any-

one wish to bring bees from a normally favourable climate to 

one where they would incur these risks? 

One other matter must be emphasised. The foreign bees that 

are imported have been selectively bred for a century and more. 

In this country no widespread, continuous and systematic 

breeding has been carried out. The potential for improvement 

is still unknown, but already those members of BIBBA who have 

tried to learn and put into practice what was seen at CELLE in 

1981 can report marked improvement in the Native British Isles 

Bees they rear. 

However, when we advocate the keeping, selection and 

breeding of the Native British Isles Bee, an objection is raised 

that no such bee exists. I read recently in the Correspondence 

of a bee journal: "Bees have lived here for millions of years. 

How can we know what a native bee was like? It must have 

been altering all the time." What are the facts? Dr. Eva Crane: 

The Archaeology of Beekeping, p.19, gives a convenient sum-

mary: 

for 150 to 100 million years flowering plants have existed and 

produced nectar and pollen. 

for 50 to 25 million years, solitary bees have existed. 

for 20 to 10 million years social bees have existed. 

for 10 thousand years records survive of man's exploitation of 

honey 

The British Isles: The Ice Age Onwards 

For these islands, records are more recent. During the last Ice 

Age, Europe almost to the Pyrenees, and what is now the British 

Isles, as far south as the Thames Valley, was covered with ice, 

where few creatures could exist. (I have seen algae on the ice 

in Antarctica, and penguins rear their young on the ice, so there 

may have been life, polar bears and others.) South of the Ice 

Cap was a region of tundra, comparable to northern Siberia, but 
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no place for bees. About 10,000 years ago the climate grew 

warmer and the Ice Cap began to melt. The Tundra would give 

place to conifers, and these in turn to broad leaved trees, oak, 

ash, hazel, willow, wild plum and flowering plants, giving suste-

nance to bees. In another bee journal I read another objection: 

somebody must have brought them. I knew the answer to this 

when I was about 7 in my first school. There were no "British 

Isles", just a peninsula of Europe. How did we know? There is 

the same kind of chalk on both sides, and the same kind of coal 

(in a mining district we knew about different kinds of coal) on 

both sides. The first humans, families and tribes could cross the 

land bridge as the vegetation had already done, and no doubt the 

bees had come too. 

Early Bees in the British Isles 

The earliest known evidence for bees in this country comes from 

a burial chamber in Fife, carbon dated to about 1000 B.C.. A 

beaker containing mead or some other honey product was 

among the furnishing of the grave. Pollen grains of small-leaved 

lime, meadowsweet, ling, plantain and mint were found. Small-

leaved lime only grows in the south of England now, so it is like-

ly that the climate was milder at that period. 

Origins of British Isles Bees 

We believe that our present day bees are the descendants of 

these bees. Where had they come from? Current opinion is that 

the Western honeybee originated in north east Africa and migrat-

ed in three groups, one to the south from which the African sub-

species have developed, another to the North east into Europe 

and western Asia, the ancestors of the Caucasian bees and their 

relatives, with a branch into the Danube valley, to develop into 

the Carniolans, Italians, and their relatives. Westward across 

what was then the fertile land of the Sahara, went the third 

branch, the ancestors of all the dark North African, Iberian, and 

north European bees. Till the end of the Ice Age they were 

restricted to the edge of the Mediterranean, but later spread to 

populate northern Europe, from the Hebrides to the Urals, from 

the Pyrenees almost to the Arctic Circle. Ten thousand years is 

a short span in geological time, and while there are differences 

between the North African and European bees, and smaller dif-

ferences among the French, the remainder of the bees of north-

ern Europe are remarkably uniform. 

This theory of the distribution of the original stock has received 

striking support from the study of the DNA and allozymes of 

bees, which has shown that all the subspecies of each branch are 

alike in these characters, and each branch differs from the oth-

ers. 

"But everybody knows that the Romans took bees with them 

wherever they went." 

When I had recovered from this knock-down assertion I began 

to think. Why should they? The Romans had fought against 

Carthage in North Africa, had opposed the Seleucids in Egypt 

long before the time of Cleopatra, had ranged far and wide dur-

ing the civil wars, and educated Romans would have read about 

the voyage of Pytheas of Marseilles, about 300 B.C. when the 

Orkneys and Shetlands were discovered. He reported that the 

inhabitants of the "Tin Isles" had a drink made from honey and 

grain. To make sure I asked an archaeologist if the Romans 

brought bees with them and the reply was "Absolute nonsense. 

The Romans came for what they could get." The conquest of 

Britain had a twofold aim, to help in the control of Gaul, and to 

benefit from taxing the vigorous trade that went on between the 

British and Europe. 

Perhaps Tacitus in his life of his father-in-law Agricola, the con-

queror of the British, can have the last word. 

"Atqueomne ignotum pro magnifica est, sed nunc terminus 

Britanniae patet." 

"They fill up the blanks in their knowlege with fancy, but we 

have the facts about Britain." 

Candour compels me to acknowledge that it cannot be PROVED 

that no Roman ever brought bees to Britain, but it is quite clear 

that there was no need, and all the available evidence is against 

it. H.Malcolm Fraser in his two books Beekeeping in Antiquity, 

and History of Beekeeping in Britain shows, from the Ancient 

Laws of Ireland, which date back before the Christian era, and 

therefore from before the Romans came to England and Wales, 

that not only did bees exist, but beekeeping was practised in 

these islands. There are even hints of migratory beekeeping. 

[See also the article, "Romans did not introduce honey bees to 

Britain." by Albert Knight, Bee Improvement 8, p.17.] 

Demise or survival of the Native bee? 

But were not the native bees exterminated by I. of W. disease? 

Almost within living memory? No survey was made at the time, 

estimates were made by various beekeepers in the south of 

England, where most of the imports had been made and the 

demise of the British Bee became a legend. The sister of the pre-

sent writer obtained bees in 1941 from a man who had kept bees 

since 1921, and had never introduced any other bees. He had 

obtained his bees from a family that had kept bees in the district 

for five generations, and had never introduced any queens from 

outside. We should not claim that these bees were "pure", as we 

had no means of testing, but they certainly showed very desir-

able characters. Many other beekeepers in the north claimed 
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The aims of BIBBA 

Eric Milner 

that they had not lost stocks during the years of epidemic. 

Pure Native Strain? 

The next challenge is that even if some bees survived, they 

have become so mixed and interbred that no pure strains can 

survive. Against this we have recourse to Morphometry, a dis-

cipline widely practised on the Continent, and more recently in 

the U.S.A. but derided in England. 

Morphometry 

The term Biometry, measurement of life, was formerly used, 

but that word had been in use since 1831 for studies of popu-

lation, expectation of life etc. Only in 1901 did Galton use the 

word to denote the application of mathematics to biology. In 

1927 J.B.S.HALDANE and JULIAN HUXLEY gave a statement of 

method: "We take the average of large numbers...and we find 

a strong average resemblance, due to heredity, between par-

ents and offspring and between brothers and sisters. The sci-

ence of Biometry deals with studies of this sort." Because the 

older meaning of the word is still in use, the term MORPHOME-

TRY (measurement of shape, or form) is now used. On the 

Continent it is widely practised in scientific Institutes, and in 

Germany classes are held to teach ordinary beekeepers, 

because no one can be registered as a Bee Breeder unless he 

has had training in all the required skills. In the U.S.A. the 

methods have been computerized so that rapid assessments 

can be made in the struggle to repel the Africanized bee. In this 

country there is ignorance and contempt. It is often equated 

with Palmistry. 

My first encounter with this discipline was not with bees, but 

when I was collecting endo- and exo-avian parasites in the 

Antarctic for the Natural History Museum. A scientist with the 

Falkland Islands Survey explained to me that if a species of 

mammal is distributed over a large area its body becomes 

adapted to harsher conditions by becoming larger and rounder, 

to reduce loss of heat. This is known as BERGMANN'S RULE and 

was formulated in 1847. An American biologist formulated 

ALLEN'S RULE in 1877, that under similar conditions, and for the 

same purpose of heat conservation, appendages — legs, ears, 

tail — grow shorter. Later, with some adaptations, these rules 

were found to apply to birds, which was where my own 

acquaintance with these phenomena began. These rules do not 

apply to cold-blooded (more correctly, poikilothermic) animals. 

A German, RENSCH, spent many years studying birds and 

other creatures, butterflies, beetles, frogs, snails, and in 1929 

formulated RENSCH'S RULE. 

As applied to a bee this means that the head, thorax and  

abdomen, where the haemolymph flows have to be kept warm, 

but the wings, which are not warmed do not lose heat. In 

harsher climates bees have larger bodies (Bergmann) shorter 

legs (Allen) but longer wings (Rensch). 

By detailed studies, at first with birds, Julian Huxley (1929) 

was able to detect gradual, but regular and continuous changes 

which he called a CLINE. These studies were continued in 

France by Jean LOUIS, who detected the gradual changes in the 

measurements of bees through Tunis, Algeria, Morocco, Spain 

and France. In France a further line of change was traced from 

the Pyrenees to Brittany. There are indications that this is con-

tinued in Britain but has not been thoroughly studied. It was 

with the work of LOUIS that Beo Cooper began his acquaintance 

with Morphometry. 

Development of the MORPHOMETRY of Bees 

As applied to bees the earliest reference that I have encoun-

tered was the use of the Cubital Index to distinguish between 

the species of bees in India. 

The Russian COCHLOV in 1915 began the measurement of 

body size and tongue length. The Russians deserve credit for 

their pioneering efforts. Their aim was the improvement of pol-

lination and honey production. MICHAILOV (1922) showed that 

the measurement of body size as a unit is not feasible, the seg-

ments have to be measured separately. ALPATOV and SKO-

RIKOV measured tongue length, showing that it decreased 

towards the north. (This was at first thought to be a simple 

example of ALLEN'S RULE, but in this case it was partly caused 

by transition to another sub-species.) Incidentally it may be 

noted that they succeeded in breeding bees with longer 

tongues, but found that they were no more efficient as honey 

getters. (This has been repeated several times. The lesson 

from it is that bees should be bred for all-round performance, 

not for one quality or character alone.) The work was taken up 

by GOETZE in Germany from about 1930 till his death in 1964. 

He possessed enormous energy, and examined many hundreds 

of thousands of bees, and had the insight to detect the essen-

tials in this mass of material. 

As a result of this work all the known species of honeybees can 

be identified and the relationship between them can be traced 

by the measurement of 40 characters on samples of 20 bees. 

The different European races can be distinguished by 12 char-

acters, and for the practical breeder in Britain only five are 

required. 

This work, following from the observations of BERGMANN and 

his successors, with contributions from such eminent English 

scientists as HALDANE and HUXLEY, tested and refined in sci- 
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entific Institutes on the Continent, put to practical use by breed-

ers from France to the Urals, utilized by the U.S. government to 

combat the threatened scourge of African bees, is described by 

some English beekeepers as PALMISTRY. 

These remarks on MORPHOMETRY may have been tedious, but 

necessary. 	It is a discipline by which we can identify all 

European bees and their hybrids, and for our purposes demon-

strate that there are still in these islands PURE NATIVE DARK 

BEES. 

How has the discipline been applied? After the BIBBA 

Conference of 1987 at Cardiff Dr. RUTTNER wrote to me that the 

morphometric standards for the Dark Bee, which is the native 

bee of Europe from the Pyrenees almost to the Arctic Circle, and 

from the Hebrides to the Urals, was considered uncertain 

because they had only been settled after more than a century of 

foreign imports and hybridization. He asked me to seek and if 

possible examine specimens collected before 1859. Museums in 

Britain are much richer in specimens than he had hoped. I enlist-

ed the aid, I might say I harnessed the genius, of John Dews, 

who photographed and measured the specimens we were 

allowed to borrow. It was not long before Dr.Ruttner said there 

was enough evidence and it was time to start writing. It was 

then that we learned of the discovery of remains of bees from 

the Viking period in York (about 975 A.D.) and of others from 

Oslo, (about 1200 A.D.). All our measurements were checked 

and confirmed at the Institute at Oberursel. Only on one single 

measurement did Oberursel disagree with John's. He had mea-

sured the overhairs of a specimen in the Royal Museum, 

Edinburgh, as 0.5mm, Oberursel gave it as 0.496mm! 

Many contemporary specimens have been found which conform 

to the accepted standards. Bees descended from the first bees 

taken to New Zealand in 1838 by a Wesleyan missionary, Anna 

Maria Bumby, from Thirsk; the Viking remains from York; the 

Oslo bees and bees from Yorkshire yield identical measurements, 

which are to be found in several BIBBA publications. We have 

been helped by several German Institutes with instruction on 

simple techniques for measuring without expensive apparatus, 

suitable for the ordinary beekeeper. Some people mock the 

emphasis placed on the measurements of wings and hairs. In 

addition to the example of continental workers there is a simple 

fact. How much nectar would a bee gather if it had to walk like 

an ant, or how much pollen if it had no hairs? 

Pure Bred Bees or Hybrids? 

As a result of this work, the Native British Isles Bee has been 

identified as still living, and is available for PURE LINE BREED-

ING. Is this desirable? Brother ADAM, following the teaching of 

Armbruster seventy years ago, has practised hybrid breeding, 

and there is no doubt that his is a wonderful achievement, but 

hybrids cannot be used as breeding stock with any success (look 

at any packet of F1 seeds). A large beekeeping industry based 

on hybrids would require the maintenance of two or more pure 

,races or strains as production units. Hybrid beekeeping would 

be organized like the poultry industry, some holders of pure 

stock would make the necessary crosses, and those who used 

them for pollination or honey production would have to renew 

their hybrid stock from the breeders. The youthful Dr. RUTTNER 

writing in DADANT, Hive and the Honey Bee, many years ago 

suggested that this was the way for the future. Many people still 

agree. 

But it was recognized in Germany that this is not possible on a 

large scale. Good bees can be produced by hybrid breeding, just 

as good vegetables, cattle, pigs, sheep and poultry can. But we 

are all too familiar with the effects of uncontrolled beekeeping in 

the presence of several strains or races. Why chaos is the result 

of uncontrolled breeding with several strains can be realised 

even with my very elementary knowledge. Mendel showed that 

cross breeding is a process of selection, not mixing. Properly 

carried out, it passes on the desired qualities of the parents. But 

the genes which carry the less desirable qualities remain, and 

can reappear in later generations. Mendel summed it up in a 

simple formula : 2 to the nth minus 1, where 2 is the number of 

parents, n is the number of different characters. Uncontrolled 

hybridization can produce an enormous number of variants, 

many undesirable. So, since pure native stock is available, we 

ought to breed from it. The necessary techniques can be found 

in Ruttner's book, much simplified in several BIBBA publications. 

Where to obtain good breeding stock, the leading question since 

the foundation of BIBBA? At last we have the answer. Join 

BIBBA and one of the breeding groups which are now operating, 

or if that is not feasible, obtain breeding material from such a 

group. 

Eric Milner 
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BIBBA publications and software 

Better Beginnings for Beekeepers Adrian Waring. 2nd edi-

tion 2004 ISBN - 0 905369 09 2 £9.00 + £1.00. 

The Dark European Honeybee' by Friedrich Ruttner, Eric 

Milner & John Dews £7.00 + £1.00 

Breeding Better Bees by John E.Dews and Eric Milner. 3rd 

edition 2004. ISBN 1 904623 18 2 £5.50 + £1.00. 

Breeding Techniques and Selection for Breeding of the 
Honeybee Friedrich Ruttner. £4.00 + £1.50. 

The Honeybees of the British Isles Beowulf A.Cooper 

£6.00 + £2.00. 

Pedigree Bee Breeding in Western Europe (Proceedings 

of the BIBBA Conference, Celle 1981) £2.00 + £1.00. 

Raise Your Own Queens (by the punched cell method) 

Richard Smailes £1.60 + £1.00. 

Queen Raising the Jenkins Way (by grafting) £1.60 + 

£1.00. 

Mating in Miniature Bernhard Mbbus £2.00 + £1.00. 

Bee Breeding and Queen Rearing £1.00 + £1.00. 

Elements of Genetics with Special Reference to the Bee 

J.Mesquida £6.60 + £2.00. 

Guidelines for Bee Breeding £1.80 £1.00 + £1.00. 

Beekeeping in Britain John Dews & Eric Milner £1.00 + 

£ 1.00. 

Drawings for the National Hive in Metric and Imperial 

Measurements Frank Walsh £2.10 + £1.00. 

Introducing You to Hive Record Cards Beowulf Cooper & 

Ken Ibbotson. 3 cards in a 4 page folder. 50p + 70p. 

Individual Stock Hive Record Cards, with Brief Instructions 

10 A5 cards. Beowulf Cooper £1.60 + 70p. 

Postal Book Sales; 

John Perkins, Tinker's Mill, Crickmerry, Market Drayton, 

Shropshire TF9 2BG <booksales@bibba.com> 01630 638762 

If ordering by post please add postage and packing charge as 

indicated. Cheques payable to BIBBA. 

Computer Programs for Bee Breeding; 

Beewings a Czech morphometry program. About £60 from 

<dalibor@beedol.cz>. PC + Excel. 

Beemorph a morphometry program. £25: free 1-month demo 

from http://www.hockerley.plus.com PC + Excel. 

Coorecorder and CBeewings two Swedish programs used 

together for morphometry. 

50 Euros: free trial from http://www.cybis.se/forfun PC + 

Excel. 

Ci-Dvber-mellifera a Swedish morphometry program. Free 

from <p.thunman@swipnet.se> 

PC or Apple Mac + Excel. 

BIBBA Record card/Stud book 	Free from 

http://www.bibba.com PC + Excel. 

GWENYNWYR CYMRU 
THE WELSH 
BEEKEEPER 

The publication of the Welsh Beekeepers 

Association, giving news and views of beekeep- 

ing in Wales and abroad. 
Subscription details from: 

Mr.H.R.Morris 

Golygfan 

Llangynin 

Sander 

CAERFYRDDIN 

SA33 4JZ 

Tel: 01994  230885 

An Beachaire 

The Irish Beekeeper 

Published monthly 
UK subscription £14.00 (sterling) per annum. 

Republic of Ireland 18 euros per annum 

This includes post paid 

Sample copy from 

David Lee 

Hon Manager 

Scart, Kildorrery 

Co. Cork 

Ireland. 

davidleej@eircom.net 
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Lee slater's apiary of black bees with wattle trees in 

the background, Tarraleah, Tasmania. 

Photo: Stan Millard 

Lee Slater standing in front of a specimen of 

Prostanthera, the Christmas Bush, Tarraleah, 

Tasmania. 

Photo: Stan Millard 

Scattergram of cubital index and discoidal shift, two 

samples of Tasmanian bees. 
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